We present the design and implementation of GVM, the first system for executing Java bytecode entirely on GPUs. GVM is ideal for applications that execute a large number of short-living tasks, which share a significant fraction of their codebase and have similar execution time. GVM uses novel algorithms, scheduling, and data layout techniques to adapt to the massively parallel programming and execution model of GPUs.
INTRODUCTION
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), are widely available nowadays on commodity hardware [Amazon 2018; Azure 2018; Google 2018] . Despite widespread availability and massive compute density, using GPUs for general purpose workloads remains challenging and is usually done by a few skilled programmers. Migrating an application to GPUs requires substantial change to the design of the application and fine-tuning to extract good performance. Code for GPUs is usually written 2 BACKGROUND This paper adopts NVIDIA nomenclature because we use NVIDIA GPUs and CUDA [NVIDIA 2019] . The same concepts generalize to other GPU hardware and frameworks [Blythe 2006; Khronos 2019] .
A CUDA program offloads computation to a GPU by calling massively multi-threaded parallel functions or kernels. The programming and execution models expose a tiered hierarchy of threads. At the lowest level, groups of cooperating threads are mapped to streaming multiprocessors (SM) and executed concurrently. SMs comprise an L1 data cache, scratch-pad memory, and a small number of SIMD or vector cores. GPU kernels are launched with tens or hundreds of CTAs, or cooperative thread arrays which over-subscribe the SMs; a hardware scheduler maps CTAs to SMs.
Global memory, which is accessible to all CTAs, buffers data between kernel dispatches and forms the basis of CPU-GPU communication. CTAs execute in SIMD chunks called warps, which comprise 32 threads in NVIDIA hardware. Warps are the most basic unit of scheduling on the GPU. Warps are also the primary unit of vectorized execution, so instructions in a warp are processed in lock step. As a result, GPU execution is most efficient when all threads in a warp follow the same control path. Additionally, GPUs typically comprise 10s of SMs, each with multiple vectorized execution units, each thread of which can produce unique high-latency loads or stores on any given cycle. Consequently, the demand for memory bandwidth is a critical performance concern. The hardware deals with this by hiding memory latency (a cache miss can be 100s of cycles) with aggressive hardware multi-threading, switching warp contexts frequently at instruction granularity whenever loads or stores miss in the cache hierarchy. The vectorized execution model and need to hide memory latency with memory-level parallelism are key performance determinants for GPU codes, and are characterized with first-class metrics: memory efficiency and thread divergence [Kerr et al. 2009 ].
Memory efficiency characterizes global memory access spatial locality and the degree to which code utilizes available bandwidth to global memory. GPUs coalesce global memory accesses for threads whenever possible, but accesses that are not sequentially aligned can result in separate transactions for each element requested, reducing memory bandwidth utilization. Conversely, higher memory efficiency translates to higher bandwidth utilization and thus performance. It is common for GPU codes to be optimized to maximize memory coalescing and by maximizing the degree to which in-flight memory references can be overlapped with arithmetic operations. Thread divergence (see Figure 1 ) occurs when threads within a warp take different control paths, forcing the hardware to serially execute each branch path taken. When executing conditional code, a warp will first execute the łifž branch, and then the łelsež part. The hardware deals with the effects of divergent control flow with hardware predication, effectively disabling threads that are not on the currently executing control flow path by discarding their architecturally visible changes. Non-uniform control flow can incur significant performance penalties because execution latency is the sum of the latency for each distinct control path. Consequently, codes with abundant irregular control flow and pointer-chasing can effectively under-utilize the GPU's parallel hardware.
GVM runs a large number of parallel tinyBees by assigning a GPU thread to each. Each tinyBee performs a different task (e.g., by generating a different sequence of tests), so there is significant potential for high thread divergence and low memory efficiency. Because they can become the first order term for performance, improving memory efficiency and minimizing divergence are key design goals for GVM. GVM minimizes the impact of thread divergence and improves memory efficiency with a combination of data layout, algorithm design, and thread scheduling techniques, as we discuss in detail in Section 3. Fig. 4 . Illustration of the packaged Classinfo, Methodinfo, and Fieldinfo for the example in Figure 3 ; -1 indicates that the entry should not be used or an entity does not exist.
GPU-BASED JAVA BYTECODE INTERPRETER
This section describes a high-level overview of the main execution phases in GVM, state representation of bytecode interpreters, and supported Java features.
Phases and Data Layout
GVM has four phases: packaging, transferring, scheduling, and interpreting. Packaging phase: In the initial phase of the execution, which runs on the host CPU, GVM takes all classes available on the classpath and packages their content in a format suitable for interpreters running on GPUs. Our representation of classes, which is similar to the original Sun's Java, differs from existing interpreters that run on a CPU (e.g., Jikes RVM and JPF) as we assiduously avoid data structures and reference patterns that introduce additional indirection and cause unnecessary control flow or irregular memory access patterns on the GPU. GVM avoids pointers and nested structures: fields that would be pointers in a CPU-based implementation are replaced by handles, which turn pointer indirection into offset-based indexing into arrays. This makes the in-memory representation of data structures address-space independent, so pointers need not be updated as classfiles move between CPU and GPU memory. To maximize memory efficiency, GVM does not use any container data structures other than arrays. We first describe the packaging of individual classfiles and then our techniques for merging packaged classfiles together. (Our description of the layout does not describe every detail of our implementation; we cover the key steps that are also needed for later text.) The design of GVM envisions the packaging to be directly implemented by the Java compiler; our prototype implements this out-of-band by post-processing classfiles produced by an unmodified Java compiler.
There is one instance of the Classinfo struct per classfile; a part of Classinfo is shown in Figure 2a . Each class has a unique uid (which is the handle for that class), a handle of its name on the heap, number of instance and static fields, a handle of the first field, number of methods, a handle of the first method, a handle of its parent class, and a handle of its constant pool. For each method in a class there is an instance of the Methodinfo struct; a part of Methodinfo is shown in Figure 2b . Besides a unique uid, there is also the number of arguments and maximum local variables, a handle of declaring class, a handle of the beginning of bytecode instructions for this method, and a handle to the exception table. Similarly, each field in the class has an instance of the Fieldinfo struct ( Figure 2c ). Each field has a handle of the declaring class, a handle of its type, and the offset in an object.
GVM uses arrays to encode bytecode instructions for all methods in the class (int8_t[]), exception tables for all methods in the class (int32_t[]), and a constant pool for the class (int32_t[]).
We encode long and double values with two int32_t. Each constant in the pool takes an extra slot that keeps the type of the constant (e.g., CONSTANT_Integer). Each exception table entry takes three slots: the first slot is the starting bytecode index supported by the exception handler, the second slot is the ending bytecode index supported by the exception handler, and the third slot is the bytecode index of the exception handler. All entries in the exception table are kept in the same order as in the original bytecode, so that the handlers are checked in the appropriate order once an exception is thrown.
Once each classfile is packaged, GVM performs global packaging of all classfiles together. Figure 4 illustrates the result of the global packaging for example classes in Figure 3 ; note that Figure 4 does not show classes from the Java Class Library (JCL). GVM creates one array for all instances of Classinfo, Methodinfo, Fieldinfo, code, exception tables, and constant pools. During the global packaging, GVM assigns unique ids (i.e., handles) to classes, methods, and fields; each unique id corresponds to the index of the element in the array. Additionally, GVM initializes all handle fields to appropriate values.
GVM currently packages classes from JCL at the beginning of the arrays to enable further optimization as those classes need not be re-packaged across runs.
Transferring phase: In the second phase, which is initiated on the host CPU, GVM allocates memory on the device and transfers the data packaged in the previous phase to the GPU. There is only one copy of each array, because the packaged data is constant and shared by all interpreters.
In the transferring phase, GVM also allocates device memory for the heap (int32_t[]) and static area (int32_t[]). Unlike shared constant data for classfiles, each tinyBee has a separate heap and static area. The static area contains one handle for each class in the system; these handles are initialized during class loading with locations of class metadata (i.e., Class) on the heap. A part of the heap is initialized on the host CPU to include all String constants from the constant pools for all classes in the system; this part of the heap will be shared among all tinyBees. The rest of the heap and the entire static area are initialized with zeros. To ensure in-memory state is address-space independent at arbitrary points in tinyBee execution, GVM uses handles for transient data rather than traditional pointers (see Section 3.2).
Scheduling phase: In the scheduling phase, GVM determines the number of tinyBees to spawn at once, as well as the way tinyBees are assigned to warps. GVM currently supports two scheduling approaches: (a) assign one tinyBee to each thread in a warp, and (b) assign one tinyBee to one warp (and leave 31 threads in the warp unused). GVM uses profile-guided heuristics to determine the appropriate assignment, i.e., each scheduling decision is based on prior runs. GVM measures thread divergence dynamically using the non-predicated warp execution efficiency (WNPEE) metric reported by nvprof. Conceptually, when WNPEE is below a configurable threshold (25% in our evaluation), GVM schedules only one tinyBee per warp, and otherwise defaults to scheduling one tinyBee per hardware thread. Such a design decision has not been proposed or evaluated in prior work, but we believe that it is very much worth further research.
Interpreting phase: Finally, GVM triggers the interpreting phase. Each interpreter determines its own part of the heap, the static area, and main method to execute based on the GPU thread id. Next, each interpreter dedicates local memory for the operand stack and stack frames, and initializes necessary data (e.g., base pointer). Finally, each interpreter enters the loop to execute the bytecode instructions; sections 3.2 and 4 provide more details about this phase.
State Representation and State Update
To illustrate the way we represent the program state and use handles, we give operational semantics rules for a subset of Java bytecode instructions. Our goal is to illustrate program state manipulations
⟨aload index, pc, bp, top, FS, OS, · · ·⟩ ⇒ ⟨CO(pc + 2), pc + 2, bp, top ′ , FS, OS ′ , · · ·⟩
⟨astore index, pc, bp, top, FS, OS, · · ·⟩ ⇒ ⟨CO(pc + 2), pc + 2, bp, top ′ , FS, OS ′ , · · ·⟩ because our layout of the state differs from existing interpreters; our goal is not to change semantics of any bytecode instruction. A key insight is that our state representation relies on handle-based access to all program state, meaning even transient data such as the heap are accessed through offsets rather than pointers. This makes state representation address-space independent at all times, enabling individual tinyBees to be context switched at arbitrary points during program execution. While our prototype does not yet rely on this feature, we envision it to be an important feature for GVM to efficiently deal with hardware over-subscription in any production deployment. Configuration for a tinyBee includes several components:
⟨ inst, pc, sp, bp, top, nxt, FS, OS, DA, SA ⟩ where inst is a bytecode instruction; pc is the program counter; sp is the stack pointer for stack frames; bp is the base pointer for stack frames; top is the top of the operand stack (pointing to the first available slot); nxt is the next free location on the heap; FS is the frame stack; OS is the operand stack; DA is the heap area; SA is the static area. inst refers to all bytes in the instruction, and we use symbolic names for the opcode and other bytes in our rules. All non-primitive components are implemented as int arrays; FS, OS, DA, SA are partial functions from array indexes to integers (Int ⇁ Int). Additionally, we assume that code (CO), constant pool (CP), Fieldinfos (F Is), Methodinfos (MIs), and Classinfos (CIs) are available in the context. As discussed earlier these are constant throughout the execution; we use a partial function from array indexes to integers for code (Int ⇁ Int), and partial functions from array indexes to an instance of a Fieldinfo, Methodinfo, and Classinfo for F Is, MIs, and CIs, respectively. Note that inst is equal to CO(pc), but we carry both for convenience to avoid parsing bytes of each instruction within our rules. Figure 5 shows the rules for tinyBees. We cover a couple of representative groups, e.g., local variable read/write, field read/write, array read/write, and allocation. In each rule, we show only the relevant part of the configuration, i.e., components that are accessed or modified. We use · · · to denote other components in the configuration [Ellison and Roşu 2012] . We also use the following operations:
For the simplicity of exposition, the rules do not show class loading, exception handling, and assume that applications only use (small) integer constants and variables. Our implementation has none of these limitations. We use the following stack frame and the frame stack grows towards larger memory addresses:
... higher address locals (local_0 is at the lowest address) old base pointer current_method handle top of the operand stack return address/pc ↑ ...
lower address
Examples: We briefly describe the rules for several instructions. aload is a two-byte instruction that loads a reference onto the operand stack from a local variable index (which is given as the second byte). The local variable is obtained from the frame stack FS(bp + index + 1). The value is placed on top of the operand stack and the stack pointer is moved to the next location. getfield is a three-byte instruction that gets a field value of an object; the second and third bytes specify index of the field being accessed. The rule first finds the offset of the field F Is(CP(index)).offset and then finds the value of the field on the heap. The obtained value is placed on the operand stack; we do not update the top of the stack because the rule overrides the object reference with the fetched value.
The new instruction, which allocates an object on the heap, has three bytes; the first byte is the opcode and the remaining two bytes constitute the index into the constant pool that contains Classinfo corresponding to the type to be allocated. At the next available place on the heap we put the handle for the type of the object (DA ′ = DA[CP(index)/nxt]). On top of the operand stack we place the handle for the object, which is the first location after the type (OS ′ = OS[nxt + 1/top]). The rule also updates the top of the operand stack, as well as the next available location on the heap; the next location is immediately after the fields of the allocated object.
Finally, newarray instruction allocates an array of the given type; the type is given as the second byte and it is an index into the constant pool for the current class. On the heap, we first place the length of the array (DA ′ = DA[OS(top − 1)/nxt]); the length for newarray is given on top of the operand stack. Next, we place the type of the elements at the next location on the heap (DA ′′ = DA ′ [intt_ix/nxt + 1]). On top of the operand stack we place the array handle, i.e., index of the first element after the element type. As the final step, the rule updates the pointer to the next available location on the heap.
IMPLEMENTATION DECISIONS
This section briefly describes our implementation decisions and touches on several limitations; Section 8 describes the limitations in much greater detail.
Bytecode instructions: GVM supports the Java 7 language specification and class-format version 51. Thus, it supports all existing Java bytecode instructions except invokedynamic, monitorenter, and monitorexit. invokedynamic simply requires additional engineering. As our current focus is on sequential applications, we had no need to support monitorenter and monitorexit; supporting concurrency in GVM is an exciting future direction.
Java Class Library (JCL):
Code packaged for the execution on GPUs includes many classes from JCL (mostly from java.lang and java.util packages). The list of classes to be included is configurable and specified manually at the moment. Recall that GVM does not require any change to the original source code for any class.
Native methods: Several methods in JCL are not written in Java, i.e., these methods are implemented as native method. Clearly, these methods cannot be directly executed by a bytecode interpreter [Visser et al. 2003 ]. If native methods have side effects, we have to implement those methods to ensure that the effect is reflected in the memory of the interpreter. We support native methods via an interface similar to JNI [Oracle 2019c ]. So far, we have written in CUDA over 90 native methods that we encountered in JCL (e.g., Object.clone); JCL has around 900 native methods, but not all native methods make sense to run on GPU.
Reflection: We used our support for native methods to implement various methods related to reflection API in Java. We support methods in java.lang.reflect.Array, java.lang.Class, etc. Our support for reflection so far was demand driven.
Garbage collector (GC): tinyBee includes no garbage collector. Specifically, we follow what the Java community calls: Epsilon Garbage Collector [Oracle 2019b ], i.e., a passive GC implementation with bounded allocation limit that crashes the application once the memory limits are exceeded. This approach is described in JEP 318 [Oracle 2019b ], and support for the EpsilonGC was officially released in Java 11. As described in the JEP, this GC is ideal for łExtremely short lived jobsž. As we will see in the next section, we can implement support for proper GC algorithms because we already have full heap traversal support.
GPU memory:
We keep most of the data in global memory. We do not utilize the constant memory, because the size of the packaged code far exceeds the limits for the constant memory; we also did not use texture memory as it provided no performance improvements based on our initial profiling.
Exception handling: Our support for exception handling is straightforward. Once an exception is thrown, we find the handle for the current method; recall (Section 3.2) that we keep this info readily available in each stack frame. Using the method handle we access the exception table and check if any exception handler for the current method can catch the thrown exception. If yes, we extract the next value for the pc from the exception table; otherwise, we find the previous method on the frame stack and repeat the steps. Finally, if no exception handler is found, the tinyBee halts the execution and sets an appropriate exit flag.
SEQUENCE-BASED TEST GENERATION
This section presents the first use case of GVM. We describe systematic sequence-based test generation [Visser et al. 2006 ], as well as our algorithms for parallel sequence-based test generation on GPUs by utilizing GVM. Our algorithms are the first effort to parallelize sequence-based test generation and they are also applicable to parallel runs on CPUs. 
Test Generation Drivers
Sequence-based test generation techniques have been used for testing Java container classes [Pacheco et al. 2007; Visser et al. 2006 ]. As the input, these techniques take a system under test, list of methods of interest, and max length of each sequence. For the given input, these techniques exercise all method sequences up to the given sequence length. For example, for the BinTree class in Figure 3a , the following list includes all the sequences of length two: t.add(val); t.add(val); // val right − −−− → val t.add(val); t.remove(val); // empty tree t.remove(val); t.add(val); // val t.remove(val); t.remove(val); // empty tree The original work on systematic sequence-based test generation was built on top of the Java Pathfinder (JPF) software model checker [Java Pathfinder 2019; Visser et al. 2003 ]. JPF implements a backtrackable Java bytecode interpreter; JPF itself is implemented in Java and it executes programs sequentially. To check all sequences of method calls, a user has to write a test driver as shown in Figure 6 . The driver creates an instance of a tree and iterates over the loop M times; M is the maximum length of method sequences. In each iteration of the loop, the driver chooses a value between [0, N), one of the operations (add or remove) and invokes the operation with the selected value on the tree instance. The driver uses the VS_toss(n) [Godefroid 1997 ] function, which forces the current execution to pick one value [0, N) and schedule another execution that will enforce the subsequent value (until all values are exhausted). We discuss the code that invokes ignoreIf in Section 5.2. An implementation of the test driver in Java (without VS_toss and software model checker that explores all values) requires several nested loops [Sharma et al. 2011] .
We next describe two test generation modes that use the driver in Figure 6 ; for each mode we present our parallel algorithm for test generation on top of GVM. Our goal was to design algorithms to ensure that the executed sequences exactly match those sequences from prior work. In other words, our goal was not to increase the quality of generated sequences but to accelerate generation of sequences that were already evaluated in prior work.
Shape Matching Mode
Shape matching was introduced to avoid the exponential explosion of exploring all sequences up to the given length [Visser et al. 2003 ]. The key idea is to avoid extending method sequences from a state that has been seen before. For example the following two short method sequences would lead to the same shape: t.remove(0) and t.remove(1). In both cases the resulting tree instance would be empty, and only one of those sequences should be extended further. addAllAtomic(inQueue, extend(choices, N , P)) 29: end function Fig. 7 . Algorithm for the shape matching mode on GVM. We use the standard notation KERNEL<<<THRS>>> to invoke a kernel on a GPU and spawn THRS threads in parallel. We also use CUDA built-in variables [NVIDIA 2019] (blockDim.x, blockIdx.x, threadIdx.x) to assign a unique id to each GPU thread.
In this mode, the test driver invokes ignoreIf(store(cksum(t))) ( Figure 6 ). The cksum method takes as input a root of an object graph on the heap and returns checksum of the shape of the object graph without values for primitive fields. The implementation simply traverses the object graph in depth-first style and computes the checksum of the shape. The store method returns true if the shape has been seen before; false otherwise. Finally, the ignoreIf method stops the execution of the current sequence if the argument evaluates to true.
Prior work on shape matching showed that breadth-first execution of method sequences outperforms other traversal strategies in terms of code coverage for code under test. In the breadth-first order all sequences of length 1 are executed before sequences of length 2. Figure 7 shows our novel algorithm for systematic execution of method sequences with shape matching on top of GVM. We designed the algorithm to guarantee that the same sequences of method calls are executed as with the sequential breadth-first traversal. This is also the first parallel algorithm for sequence-based test generation with shape matching.
The inputs to the algorithm include: sequence length (M), number of distinct values to be used as arguments to operations (N), and the number of operations (P). In the host code on CPU we allocate two data structures; both structures are allocated in the device memory. First, we allocate a queue (inQueue) that will keep choices to be executed for the next level (in breadth-first order). This queue is initialized with all pairs for N and P; for N = 2 and P = 2, the initial queue would contain: (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) . Second, we allocate an array of integers (cksum2Tid), with length C, that represents a map from the state checksum (index of the array) to the thread id (value in the array) of the thread that executed a sequence of operations that resulted in that checksum.
The genNext function prepares choices for the next level of the algorithm. Specifically, there are as many hardware threads running genNext as potential checksums (C). Each thread takes a checksum value, based on the thread id, and returns immediately if the value is equal to the sentinel value or the value is negative. We use negative values to encode choices that were extended on one of the previous levels. If a thread finds that the checksum was first seen on the current level, then it sets the value in the checksum map to negative (for future invocations of this kernel) and then extends choices for the next level based on N and P.
We give an intuition that our algorithm executes the same method sequences as the sequential algorithm. In our algorithm, the outer loop on the host enforces that sequences of length k are executed before sequences of length k + 1. The algorithm sorts choices to ensure that a thread with smaller id executes a sequences that is lexicographically smaller (in terms of values in choices). If two threads execute sequences that lead to the same state checksum, our algorithm keeps the thread with smaller id and thus an earlier sequence in lexicographical order. Using a negative value in cksum2Tid ensures that we do not extend the same sequence twice and also ensures that any longer sequence that result in previously seen checksum is ignored.
It is important to mention that our algorithm also has a property to schedule two choices that differ only in the last level in two neighboring threads; this decreases divergence (Section 2), and consequently, improves performance.
Complete Matching Mode
Shape matching may end up being too aggressive in reducing the number of executed sequences. Complete matching uses both shape and primitive values to compute the checksum of a program state [Visser et al. 2003 ]. Thus, test drivers for complete matching remain almost the same as for shape matching; the only difference is that cksum invocation in this case computes complete matching. Similarly, our algorithm in Figure 7 remains unchanged; we only change the function that computes the checksum of the program state.
Multithreaded CPU Algorithm
We have adapted our algorithm from Figure 7 to CPUs. Our implementation is written in pure Java and uses the Thread class. Specifically, instead of invoking the engine function (line 6), we start N CPU threads, where N is specified by a user, and each thread processes an equal number of input sequences. We follow a similar approach and spawn new CPU threads when invoking genNext (line 8). To sort the input queue prior to the next level (line 10), we use Collections.sort. We have also experimented with the Executors and ExecutorService classes, but discovered that those implementations were much slower than our current implementation with Threads.
Multi-GPU Algorithm
We have also adapted our algorithm to enable sequence-based test generation on several GPUs simultaneously. Most parts of the algorithm from Figure 7 remain unchanged. The key difference is that we need to split the input evenly at each level and communicate among GPUs after all engine calls are finished at each level (line 7) to ensure that there are no duplicate shapes generated on different devices. Specifically, each device broadcasts its cksum2Tid to all other devices. Then each device finds a minimum value for every index across all cksum2Tids and keeps the minimum value in its local cksum2Tid. After this step, all GPU devices have the same view of the checksum table. We invoke genNext on a single GPU device; execution of the genNext function is much faster than execution of the engine function, so we do not utilize multiple GPUs for this task.
EXECUTION OF RANDOMLY GENERATED TESTS
Feedback-directed random test generation, as implemented in Randoop [Pacheco et al. 2007] , was introduced as an alternative to systematic sequence-based test generation. Rather than executing all method sequences systematically, Randoop randomly chooses a method to invoke and arguments for the method from the argument pool. Initially, the argument pool contains a small number of constants, e.g., 0, -1, 1, null. If a method invocation is successful (e.g., no exception is thrown), Randoop saves the method sequence, which can be extended in the future if the result of the method sequence can be used as an argument for another randomly chosen method. Randoop generates a large number of short-running tests, and each test includes some test oracles. Clearly, these tests share the same codebase. Thus, we expect that GVM will accelerate the execution of generated tests. At the same time, we expect high divergence, as there are no guarantees that any two sequences of method calls will be similar. Our scheduling plays an important role to detect high divergence and schedule a single tinyBee in one warp.
EVALUATION
This section describes our evaluation of GVM. We show our research questions, describe hardware and software configurations, introduce subjects under study, describe runtime environments, show the results of our experiments, answer the questions, and discuss some design decisions.
Research Questions
To evaluate the current state of GVM and our parallel algorithms for systematic sequence-based test generation, we answer the following research questions: RQ1: How does GVM compare to sequential execution on the existing bytecode interpreters and JVM with JIT for performing sequence-based test generation? RQ2: What is the performance improvement obtained on GVM by manually transforming (łjittingž) Java bytecode to native CUDA code? RQ3: What are the speedups obtained by parallelizing sequence-based test generation with multiple CPU threads and GPUs? RQ4: What is the impact of the number of tinyBees on GVM's performance? RQ5: How good is the performance of GVM when executing randomly generated tests? RQ6: How do the thread divergence and memory efficiency impact GVM in various scenarios?
Hardware and Software Configuration
We ran all the experiments on a system with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) 12-core CPUs E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz with 128GB of RAM, running Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS. We used Oracle Java 1.8.0_181. For the experiments run on GPUs, we used (up to four) Tesla P100-SXM2 and CUDA version 10.0.
Subjects
We evaluated test generation algorithms using six data structures used in prior studies on test input generation [Kuraj et al. 2015; Pacheco et al. 2007; Visser et al. 2006 ]. The first column in Table 1 shows the list of data structures. We obtained the implementation of these data structures from publicly available repositories. Following prior work, we use two operations (P = 2) and we set the number of unique values (N ) to be one smaller than the max sequence length (M). Our experiments did not require changes to the existing code of any subject.
To evaluate the benefits in using GVM to accelerate execution of randomly generated tests, we chose four projects and randomly selected several classes in each project. Projects include: ds -data structures used in our systematic test generation study; jcl -JCL classes; vectorz -a library for fast vector and matrix manipulation; and apache -Apache's extension of JCL. We generated 1,000 tests for each chosen class using the default Randoop configuration.
Runtime Environments
Java Pathfinder (JPF): The original work on systematic sequence-based test generation was done on top of JPF, which is the main reason that we include JPF in our evaluation. We do not use JPF for our second use case because we expect that JPF is much slower than Oracle's Java with JIT, which we used in the evaluation. JPF itself is implemented in Java and runs on a host JVM. JPF does not implement any just-in-time compilation, but JPF code gets optimized by the host JVM. We dedicate 16GB of main memory to JPF for all runs.
Oracle Java in the interpreter mode (IJVM): We use the standard Java implementation by Oracle [Oracle 2019a ] in the interpreter mode, which can be enabled via -Xint command line option. We included this runtime environment to provide a comparison between an interpreter running on CPU vs. GPU. For the first use case, we had to rewrite test drivers to use loops instead of the VS_toss function. Furthermore, we use Java reflection to compute a state checksum. We dedicate 16GB of the main memory to each run of IJVM.
Oracle Java in the default mode (DJVM): We use the standard Java runtime with the default configuration. This is a highly engineered system with just-in-time (JIT) compilation. We use the same test drivers as for IJVM. We note that invoking a sequence of method calls on a few classes under test is very close to an ideal scenario for JIT. We dedicate 16GB of the main memory to each run of DJVM. The state checksum is computed the same way as for IJVM.
GVM: For the first use case we run GVM with 24,576 tinyBees. For the second use case, we run as many tinyBees as there are tests. For both use cases, we split the available memory evenly among the tinyBees, with heap and stack frames consuming 48KB and 1KB per tinyBee, respectively. In later sections, we explore the impact of several configurations (e.g., different number of GPU threads) on the performance of the system. In all experiments, we used the same test drivers as those used by JPF. We compute a state checksum via reflection, which is the same approach used for IJVM and DJVM. 7.5 GVM vs. Sequential Execution on a CPU for Sequence-Based Test Generation RQ1: How does GVM compare to sequential execution on the existing bytecode interpreters and JVM with JIT for performing sequence-based test generation?
In this section we contrast GVM with the existing sequential sequence-based test generation algorithm executing on CPU on existing runtime systems. (Section 7.7 evaluates our parallel algorithms using many CPU threads.) We obtained the results for both shape matching and complete matching modes. Reported values are averages over two runs.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results for shape matching and complete matching, respectively. The first and second columns show the name of a data structure and the max sequence length, respectively. We increase the max sequence length as long as GVM, in the default configuration, has enough memory. The third column shows the total number of executed sequences; this number of executed sequences is the same for all runtime environments. Columns 4-7 show execution time in milliseconds for JPF, DJVM, IJVM, and GVM. Time for GVM is computed as the total time for transferring, scheduling, and interpreting.
7.5.1 Shape Matching Mode. Table 1 shows results for the shape matching mode. It is important to note is that for three data structures (BinomialHeap, BinTree, and FibHeap) the number of executed sequences is very small. This happens due to aggressive abstraction (Section 5.2). For example, for BinomialHeap and BinTree the number of method sequences is always one larger than the max sequence length. Namely, each generated instance of the tree is a list of nodes. In these cases, measuring time or using an algorithm for parallel generation is unnecessary because using a single thread for each sequence length is sufficient. Therefore, in the next paragraph, we only discuss the results for other data structures. GVM outperforms JPF with the speedup between 6.89× (for IntAVLTreeMap) and 13.61× (for TreeMap). We consider this speedup substantial [Lee et al. 2010] . We observed that some overhead for GVM comes from extra steps for extending and sorting sequences and for state checksum computation. Due to the limited number of instances to explore, GVM provides moderate speedup over DJVM and commonly performs better for longer sequences. IJVM is much worse in this case because the state matching computation, as for DJVM and GVM, uses reflection to traverse objects on the heap and that traversal does not get optimized at runtime. We observed speedup even for Table 2 shows the results for the complete matching mode. As for the prior mode, we keep the same format for the table, so we do not discuss the details of each column. We can observe that the speedup of GVM over JPF is between 16.53× (for TreeMap sequence length 14) and 29.29× (for FibHeap sequence length 8). The speedup is larger than for the shape matching mode, because there are more sequences being executed. Similarly, GVM provides larger speedup over DJVM due to the larger number of sequences. As in the previous mode, IJVM pays a high cost to compute the state checksum. This section considered only sequential execution on a CPU for two reasons. First, we wanted to establish an initial position of GVM with respect to the sequential execution. Second, prior work has developed only sequential algorithm for sequence-based test generation. In Section 7.7 we study parallel algorithm with multiple CPU threads and GPUs.
Manual AOT Transformation
RQ2: What is the performance improvement obtained on GVM by manually transforming (łjittingž) Java bytecode to native CUDA code? in more detail in the future. For example, if we compare results in Tables 2 and 4, we observe that ratios DJVM/GVM for TreeMap and TreeMapAOT are 2.98× and 5.98×, respectively. 7.7 Parallel Generation using Multiple CPU Threads and GPUs RQ3: What are the speedups obtained by parallelizing sequence-based test generation with multiple CPU threads and GPUs?
Considering that there is only a sequential implementation of JPF, and GVM outperformed IJVM by a large margin, we only study performance of our parallel algorithm on DJVM. Additionally, we consider performance of the parallel algorithm if we utilize multiple GPUs. In sections 5.4 and 5.5, we have already discussed the way we adjust our parallel algorithm to multiple CPU threads and multiple GPUs. Barcharts in Figure 8 and 9 show the results of various number of CPU threads and various numbers of GPUs, with the largest max sequence length for each subject. To help with the side-by-side comparison we also draw two horizontal lines that correspond to runs on 1-GPU and 4-GPUs. For the sake of completeness, we show the results for all subjects, although the results for BinomialHeap, BinTree, and FibHeap in the shape matching mode should be ignored due to the nature of these subjects.
We can observe that the results using a single GPU frequently match the results obtain when running between 2 and 16 CPU threads. Runs for łjittedž structures are similar to the best results obtained on CPUs. Additionally, we can observe that runs with more than 24 or 32 CPU threads provide no extra performance benefits. Doubling the number of GPUs brings significant performance boost. Finally, GVM runs with four GPUs provide the best overall performance.
In conclusion, we find that our parallel algorithm for sequence-based test generation enables performance improvements on parallel hardware. Moreover, our results demonstrate that for a specific Java application, GVM can be as efficient as (or even outperform) DJVM. This means that GVM can be used to increase throughput on a system by running applications on both CPUs and GPUs, and further research can be done to combine DJVM and GVM.
7.8 Case Study: Number of tinyBees RQ4: What is the impact of the number of tinyBees on GVM's performance?
We evaluated the impact of the number of tinyBees running in parallel on the performance of sequence-based test generation. In this case study, we used TreeMap and TreeMapAOT data structures and complete matching. We chose TreeMap because this structure is a widely used code from JCL. We chose complete matching because it is algorithmically challenging and does not suffer from shortcomings of shape matching. Figure 10 show the impact of the number of tinyBees (x-axis) on total execution time (y-axis). We show the results for different max sequence lengths, which results in three different lines on ds  6000  281  276  242  121  jcl  6000  427  451  719  236  vectorz  8000  638  742  627  337  apache  8000  627  798  888  587 the plot. We can see that the increase in the number of tinyBees has a positive impact on the performance. Clearly, we can observe that the increase in the number of tinyBees after some point does not contribute to the reduction in the execution time due to the cost of synchronization and number of kernel invocations.
7.9 Execution of Randomly Generated Tests RQ5: How good is GVM performance when executing randomly generated tests? Table 5 shows the results for running randomly generated tests. The list of classes used in each project are in the Appendix A. Each row shows results for one project: name of the project, number of tests, execution time with DJVM (DJVM), execution time with IJVM (IJVM), execution time with GVM when running one test in each GPU thread (GVM), and execution time with GVM when running one test in one warp (GVM-Warp). We show the last two columns to illustrate the impact of control flow divergence on the results and the benefit of the scheduling policy. In this set of experiments, we also expected that DJVM gains less from JIT, because each test is a different method executed only once. We note that the results in the Table include the startup cost, but we confirmed that this cost does not dominate the total execution time. Future work should study longer running tests and include more (and larger) projects, which will help to generalize our findings. 7.10 Thread Divergence and Memory Efficiency RQ6: How do the thread divergence and memory efficiency impact GVM in various scenarios?
To understand how well GVM utilizes the parallel resources on the GPU, we characterize the control flow divergence, occupancy, and memory bandwidth utilization. Table 6 shows nonpredicated warp execution efficiency (WNPEE), achieved occupancy (AO), and global load and We take WNPEE as a proxy for control flow divergence: the closer WNPEE is to value 1, the less impact divergence has on performance. The data show that complete matching is 59.8% and shape matching is 70.5%. Average achieved occupancy for engine is 0.467 and 0.310 for complete and shape respectively, showing the SMs are approximately 1/3 utilized. Utilization is ultimately limited by memory capacityśbecause each tinyBee requires significant global memory, this translates to creating fewer tinyBees than the execution resources of the hardware can support.
Both test generation techniques do essentially the same amount of work per thread in the engine kernel (each executing 10e6 instructions per warp). Shape matching and complete matching techniques use parallel sorting implemented by NVIDIA's thrust::sort, but do orders of magnitude less work in these kernels. So, while the other kernels have higher efficiency, utilization and memory throughput for shape and complete matching, the engine remains the dominant term for performance.
The WNPEE data for randoop are measured when GVM is running multiple tinyBees per warp, and the WNPEE of 9.0% shows that thread divergence is extreme, well below the 25% threshold for GVM to elect to run the workload with only a single hardware thread per warp. With a single thread per warp, WNPEE is still low because using only a single vector lane has low warp execution efficiency. However thread divergence disappears entirely, yielding higher overall performance.
Discussion of Dedicated Memory for CPU Runs
Finally, we briefly discuss the key reason to use 16GB of RAM for all IJVM and DJVM runs although our machine has 128GB of RAM. Our experiments on CPUs with 128GB (or any other value over 32GB) led to worse performance compared to runs with 16GB. This happens because Java uses 8 bytes instead of 4 for reference values, which hurts the performance [Vorontsov 2019 ]. Additionally, we decided to dedicate the same amount of memory to CPU runs and a single GPU; runs with more than 16GB and less than 32GB do not improve performance of IJVM or DJVM for our tasks.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Java is huge: hundreds of pages for the language specification and runtime environment. GVM supports features necessary for many applications that compile to Java bytecode, but it omits many features that were not needed for the application targeted in this paper. We first report limitations that we encountered by running a benchmark for the Java language on top of GVM, then we document other limitations, and propose several directions for future work.
Limitations
To evaluate the state of GVM, we execute the test suites available in the K-Java [Bogdanas and Roşu 2015] on top of GVM 1 . K-Java targets the Java language rather than the JCL; the latter is done in the Java Compatibility Kit (JCK). We used all programs available in the K-Java, and Table 7 shows the number of passing and failing programs organized by categories. GVM passes 763 tests and fails 71. However, all failed cases derive from scenarios GVM explicitly does not support: a) 7 failures occur because we do not implement monitorenter/monitorexit. b) 8 cases fail because they require reading command line inputs during execution, which GVM does not support.
c) 11 cases rely on very high-dimensional arrays (and GVM currently supports up to three dimensions) or handling rarely occurring array-related exceptions, e.g., ArrayStoreException.
d) 12 cases fail due to minor differences in floating point calculation between GPU and CPU. e) 2 cases fail because GVM does not support initialization of interface fields via method calls. f) 7 cases fail due to differences in string formatting.
g) 17 cases fail due to dynamic dispatch and static block initializers, e.g., GVM does not correctly discover an inherited package-private method if such a method is invoked from another package.
Of the 71 failing cases, 20 of themśb) and d)śare due to fundamental limitations of supporting a JVM on GPUs, while 51 simply require additional engineering effort. Other limitations, which we mentioned earlier in the paper, are due to our design decisions and focus on a specific application:
• GVM does not support multi-threaded programs, because our targeted application does not use multi-threading.
• GVM does not implement any actual GC; this decision was appropriate for testing workloads used in our evaluation, but could be a big limitation for other applications.
• GVM implements a subset of all native methods, i.e., those that were needed for used workloads.
• GVM does not support applications that require any access to external resources, such as the file system or network.
Future Work
Based on the results presented throughout this paper, we believe that GVM is an excellent base for several applications other than those used in this paper, including testing of software product lines [Kim et al. 2013; Nguyen et al. 2014 ] and implementing a symbolic execution engine [Anand et al. 2007; King 1976 ], which we plan to explore in the future. We are also keen to extend our interpreter to support multi-threaded applications. This could be useful for several applications, including test generation for multi-threaded programs [Pradel and Gross 2012] and implementing a parallel software model checker [Godefroid 1997 ]. We plan to study two ways to model threads: (1) map each Java thread to a GPU thread (and use one tinyBee per warp), or (2) enforce sequential execution with a single GPU thread with minimal number of context switches [Musuvathi and Qadeer 2007] .
We focused on sequence-based test generation and test execution in this work, but other test generation algorithms, e.g., feedback-directed random test generation [Pacheco et al. 2007 ] could be parallelized by utilizing GVM; this will require minor modification to the system itself, but ensuring maximum sharing of control flow will be an interesting challenge.
GVM currently does not implement either runtime code optimizations nor ahead-of-time optimizations. Although these are current shortcomings of the system, they are also exciting opportunities that can substantially increase performance of GVM. In Section 7.6, we showed that ahead-of-time compilation can lead to performance improvement.
Our work in this paper was to understand how far we can get with a prototype Java bytecode interpreter that runs entirely on GPU. Future work should explore offloading only parts of application and utilizing both CPUs and GPUs simultaneously. This would be in line with prior work on offloading user annotated loops to a GPU [JCuda 2018; Pratt-Szeliga et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2009 ], but code running on a GPU in our case would also be Java bytecode that enables usage of JCL, exception handling, etc.
RELATED WORK
GVM is the first system that executes Java bytecode interpreters on GPUs and our goal was to move entire algorithms to GPU (i.e., no code is executed on CPU). Prior work has tried to offload only parts of (parallel) computation by compiling code to CUDA/OpenCL. Nevertheless, the design of GVM is inspired by prior research on offloading computation from high-level languages to GPUs. We also summarize prior work on using GPUs for speeding up testing.
High-level languages on GPUs: Rootbeer [Pratt-Szeliga et al. 2012] enables programming GPUs in Java. A developer implements the Kernel interface for code to be run on GPUs. The goal of Rootbeer is to improve programmability of GPUs. Similarly, JaBEE [Zaremba et al. 2012] requires that a developer implements the GPUKernel interface and focuses on speeding up parts of a Java application. Java-GPU [GPU 2019] compiles annotated loops (@Parallel) to CUDA and handles data transfers automatically.
PTask [Rossbach et al. 2011] , StreamIt [Thies et al. 2002] , Hydra [Weinsberg et al. 2008] and Pencil [Baghdadi et al. 2015] provide graph-based dataflow programming models for offloading tasks to GPUs. Flextream [Hormati et al. 2009 ] is compilation framework for synchronous dataflow models that dynamically adapts applications to an FPGA, GPU, or CPU target architecture.
Many other systems provide GPU support in a high-level language: C++ [Gregory and Miller 2012], Java [Catanzaro et al. 2010; JCuda 2018; Pratt-Szeliga et al. 2012; Yan et al. 2009 ], MAT-LAB [Bispo et al. 2015; Prasad et al. 2011] , Python [Catanzaro et al. 2010; Klöckner et al. 2012] , C# [Farooqui et al. 2014; Rossbach et al. 2013], and Haskell [Chakravarty et al. 2011] . Some go beyond simple GPU API bindings, and provide support for compiling the high-level language to GPU code, none support a prototype Java interpreter on the GPU, and all expose the underlying device abstraction. Sumatra [Oracle 2019d ] was a project by the OpenJDK community to take advantages of GPUs and other accelerators; the original focus was on speeding up parallel code in a Java application via an extension of the stream API. Unlike Sumatra, which parallelizes only a very specific construct in an application, the goal of our work is to run an entire application/algorithm on GPU by developing a Java bytecode interpreter that runs on GPUs; so far, our main motivation was to speed up testing tasks, but we believe that other interesting tasks can benefit from our work, e.g., implementing a symbolic execution engine. Maas et al. [2012] and Akram et al. [2016] offloaded garbage collection (GC) from Jikes RVM [Jikes RVM 2019] to GPUs and heterogeneous multicore architectures. Unlike their work, GVM supports running many Java bytecode interpreters on a GPU. While GVM currently does not include GC, our computation of the checksum of a program state can be extended to implement other/actual GC algorithms.
GVM runs independent Java bytecode interpreters per vector lane on the GPU: isolation across tinyBees is a design goal for which we expect help from emerging support for fine-grain memory protection on GPUs [Ausavarungnirun et al. 2017 [Ausavarungnirun et al. , 2018 Power et al. 2014; Vesely et al. 2016] .
Test generation and execution on GPUs: Celik et al. [2017] presented intKorat, a technique for bounded-exhaustive test input generation on GPUs. Their approach was to implement an existing algorithm in CUDA. Unlike intKorat, we developed a system of Java bytecode interpreters and used the system for sequence-based test generation and execution of randomly generated tests. Yaneva et al. [2017] utilized GPUs to accelerate testing for embedded software written in C/C++. GPUexplore [Wijs and Bošnački 2014; Wijs et al. 2016 ] is a technique for performing state space exploration and model checking using GPUs.
GVM vs. prior work: GVM makes headway in a problem area where previous attempts have been less successful for three reasons. First, GVM's offload target is the entire application, rather than just parallel phases. This has an important implication: GVM has limited need to identify performance profitable data parallel phases and balance the gains of parallelism against the overheads of offload. In particular, data movement overheads can have lower impact on performance. In most data-parallel offloads, a large volume of data must be transferred to/from the GPU, potentially synchronously, potentially many times. While program inputs/outputs can still require transfer in GVM, the offload does not require multiple phases of high-volume duplex communication because GVM offloads the entire program. Second, while GVM implements a complete bytecode interpreter on the GPU, the design anticipates use in domains that are, in fact, amenable to GPU execution. This means that we anticipate workloads with substantial shared control flow across different runs of the same or similar application invocations, rather than across different threads in the same application. Our claim is that this is sufficiently general to serve the needs of an important class of applications, but not that it will generalize to all applications. Third, GPU architectures improved significantly since most of the previous works in this area. Importantly, GPU core clock speeds have approximately doubled in the last several years, which means that the performance penalty for control flow divergence is relatively lower. It is still a dominant term for performance, as our evaluation shows, however, sequential execution on a GPU is now much faster, which gives GVM headroom to tolerate levels of divergence that would have made offload unprofitable on previous architectures.
CONCLUSION
We described the design and implementation of GVM, a system that enables simultaneous execution of many Java bytecode interpreters on GPUs. Our work is the first to implement an interpreter for a popular general-purpose language (Java) in CUDA. GVM is ideal for applications that execute a large number of independent tasks, which share the same codebase and execute in similar amount of time. GVM uses novel algorithms, scheduling, and data layout techniques to adapt to the massively parallel programming and execution model of GPUs. We applied GVM to sequence-based test generation and execution of randomly generated tests. Our evaluation shows that GVM can be more effective than existing Java interpreters, and as efficient as running parallel algorithms using several CPU threads with Oracle JVM with JIT, which has been engineered and optimized for over 20 years. We believe that GVM provides a platform that can be exploited for many other domain-specific tasks, used side-by-side with CPUs to increase throughput, and combined with JVMs running on CPUs to solve problems that could benefit from extra computational power.
A SUBJECTS OF RANDOMLY GENERATED TESTS This section shows the details of subjects used in Section 7.9. Table 8 shows the list of classes under test for our experiments with randomly generated tests.
